mCBEEs 3rd training school will take place at the Jožef Stefan
Institute (JSI), Jamova 39, Ljubljana, Slovenia from 24th to 29th of
June.

From Ljubljana-Airport to JSI
Taxi
from the airport to Ljubljana cost about 30 €, they can be found near
the airport terminal.
Shuttle
from the airport are available for about 10 €, some have to be booked
a day in advance but they also have a regular schedule (it can be found
by following the link https://www.fraport-slovenija.si/en/passengersand-visitors/getting-here/shuttle/.

Accommodation in Ljubljana
The reservation and payment of the accommodation should be made
by the participants themselves. We can suggest the following
accommodation options.
Apartments at Jožef Stefan Institute
For a total of 6 younger participants of the workshop housing at
apartments near Jožef Stefan Institute will be made available (2 and

4 participants per apartment). The cost per person per night is about
15 €.
For the reservation of this accommodation option, send an email
to dolores.zimerl@ijs.si.

Galeria River
Galeria River https://www.galeriariver.com/

is in the center of

Ljubljana (Breg 22), near the Ljubljanica river, a room costs around
80 €.

You

can

make

reservation

at

the

following

e-mail

info@galeriariver.com. Caution, there are only a few rooms left!

City Hotel
City Hotel https://www.cityhotel.si/ is located in the center of
Ljubljana (Dalmatinova 15), a single room costs 110 € if booking is

made through mail (reservations@cityhotel.si) with a note that you
are a participant at the JSI conference in June or contact local
organizers to ask at hotel for an extra room.

We kindly advise that you reserve rooms as soon as possible since
accommodation capacities for 6 days in June at Ljubljana are quite
occupied.

For any other information regarding training school at JSI you can
contact local organisers through e-mail.
Ivan Spajić: ivan.spajic@ijs.si
Dolores Zimerl: dolores.zimerl@ijs.si
Prof. dr. Ingrid Milošev: ingrid.milosev@ijs.si

